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Abstract: Interpersonal communication can be done by understanding the clues
of facial expressions. As its importance increase in behavior and clinical studies,
so automatic detection of facial expressions is an open research area for the last
few decades. Efforts of expression detection by a human being are easy and effective but the machine needs some more understanding. This paper proposes a
face expression clustering using a genetic algorithm. Image get convert into binary format for finding the related cluster selection in different phases of genetic
algorithm. Proposed work has utilized a modified teacher learning-based optimization algorithm where the population gets updated in each phase to get the best
representative features. A real dataset of facial expression was used in this work.
A comparison of the proposed model was done with existing models on different
evaluation parameters. It was obtained that the proposed work has improved precision, recall, the accuracy of facial expression identification without any training.
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Introduction

The facial motion and expressions play a major part in conveying the message
while interacting with others, and so we can say that the facial features make
an important contribution in Interactions between people. Knowledge of facial
expression with greater precision is still a challenging job owing to the complexity
and variation of facial expressions even after a lot of prior effort.
Computer vision is a method of extracting spatial data from a 2d picture.
Recognition of facial expression uses its feature to identify if a person lies or detects
emotions. Processing the entire picture might be computationally costly so that
only a viable portion of the picture is considered. The primary area of concern is
that those with mouth, nose, eyes, and eyebrows are the extracts in the face picture.
Communication between people can either be non-verbal or verbal. It can be done
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not only by Words as well as by facial expressions, feelings and head motion. For the
purpose of evaluation, the seven main basic emotions such as angry, fear, disgust,
surprise, neutral, happy, sadness are considered for the purpose of assessment [2].
The Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is a famous system of facial coding,
used by computer scientists and leading psychologists like [1,3]. In order to classify
emotions, the system utilizes action units describing motions of certain muscle
groups and facial muscles. Action units detail specifics of the facial motion, such
as the raising of the internal or pulling or puckering lips or outer brow or dilating
cheeks, as well as optional intensity data for such movements. Facial Activity
Coding System appears discrete and perceivable facial motions and manipulations
in understanding with the interest of emotions, visual facial feature, and digital
image processing analysis can enable predictors to be trained for effective facial
expression.
Facial expression (FE) identification system is fast becoming a well-known feature for many distinct reasons in ‘applications’ and websites [4, 5]. In addition,
the individuality of the facial feature is very efficient in the biometric credentials
that automatically identifies a individual person from a digital image or a video
image. Facial expression is not only used to express our feelings, but also to provide
significant talkative indications during social interaction, Like our attention rate.
Most sentiment-based image classification methods have made many complicated calculations, such as the number of features gathered to identify the right
class [6,7]. This improves the work’s execution time. Predicting sentiment class for
the unknown picture leads to a false alarm in the case of the supervised learning
model. So following were the objective of this dissertation:
– Reduce Execution time for identifying facial sentiment.
– Accuracy of Classification of images into right sentiment should be increased.
– Develop an algorithm which not need any prior training or do unsupervised
classification.
– Reduce the calculation complexity of the sentiment classification.

2.

Related work

So far, the recognition of distinct facial expression is commonly based on six fundamental emotions or its subsets: happiness, fear, sadness, anger, surprise, disgust.
Qi C. et al. [8] have proposed a paper on Recognition of facial expression based on
binary pattern and cognition. In texture feature extraction local binary pattern
has an advantage. Facial images have been taken from volunteers and made smooth
as noise is being removed. The confusion matrix has been employed. The basic
emotion classification model and the circumflex emotion model are discussed and
contrasted on the basis of dimension space theory. And the accuracy of recognition of the circumflex emotion model is higher. [15] This based on facial expression
recognition and evaluated the efficiency of the well-known Local Binary Patterns
(LBPs) feature extractor under different facial expressions.
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Uddin M.Z., et.al. [9] Have a paper on recognition of facial expression using
the silent feature and convolution neural network. They have considered a waste
amount of data set. The proposed method based on feature extraction has tolerance against illumination variation. Besides, the features are adjusted for testing
and training using CNN-based deep learning. Compared to other traditional approaches on various databases, the proposed method showed its superiority over
other techniques. Ding Y., et.al [10] have proposed Face Expression Recognition
Paper based on LBP and expansion of Taylor’s picture sequence. In this paper
peak frame detection from the image, the sequence is performed. They have divide
image into Nodes and apply the double LBP on each pixel. Then build a histogram
for each block and then concatenate this to a vector. Ghimire D. et al. [14] extracted region-specific appearance aspects by way of separating the whole face area
into domain-specific close by regions. Important local areas are identified by incremental search strategy, resulting in feature sizes being reduced and recognition
accuracy has been an enhancement.
In [11] This paper deals with the problems of how to customize the test sample
generic model without information on the test label. Weighted Center Regression
Adaptive Feature Mapping (W-CR-AFM) It is primarily suggested that the feature distribution of test samples should be transformed into the feature distribution
of trained samples. According to minimizing the error between each test sample
feature and the most appropriate category center, W-CR-AFM can take the features of test samples to the centers of expression categories around the decision
boundary; therefore, their expected labels can be fixed

3.

Proposed methodology

The entire work is explained in this section as shown in Fig. 2. This work has
categorized data, acquired from the picture of the face with the tag of emotion
information. This work is explained in modules for initially is the population
generation side and then distinctive cluster set with feature values was captured in
the image. While teacher Learning Based Optimization (TLBO) was updated or
modified as per the genetic algorithm in the second module population set.

3.1

Pre-Processing

The data set is resized into the fixed aspect of the facial region in this step input
image. As some portion of the image like hair, background increase noise for
expression identification. In this step feature from the image are extracted by
converting input gray image into binary format. Here 1 represents the edge portion
of the image and 0 represents the non-edge region. To identify the edges in the
image, use the Canny algorithm to convert it into a gray format. That converting
a gray picture into a binary picture, So an analysis of each picture element is
performed for this.
Steps of pre-processing were shown in Fig. 1 where Fig. 1(a) represent input
image, (b) is binary image of input. Finally Fig. 1(c) is face region of input image.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 Pre-Processing steps of input dataset.

3.2

Generate population

In this step, different chromosome set was generated using Eq. (1). Each chromosome is a set of image feature where as per the number of expression numbers
of images were selected. So each expression feature set act as the chromosome
while the collection of all set is termed as population. This can be assumed as let
Cc = [F1 , F2 , . . . , Fm ] as the chromosome set where m is a number of expressions
in a set, while P = [Cc1 , Cc2 , . . . Ccn ] n is number of chromosomes.
P ← Random(n, m)

(1)

Fig. 2 The proposed work block diagram.

3.3

Fitness function

The set of chromosomes present in the population were evaluated on the fitness
function values. In this work, In this function the center set is transferred in
order to get a good chromosome from the bunch of available set fitness values of
each probable cluster. So the value of fitness returns. The Euclidean distance
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formula has been used to calculate the fitness value. This can be understood as it
is appropriate to measure the fitness value of the cluster set Cc = [C1, C2]. The
distance from each non-cluster center image has been evaluated. So the distance
value of each cluster center form the elements of the cluster is sum up to get the
fitness value of the chromosome. This can be understood as
Dm,t = |Ccf − If |.

(2)

In above Eq. (2) t is number of images in the dataset, while f is feature value.
Algorithm 1 Fitness function algorithm.
Input: I, P // I: Image dataset feature, P: Population
Output: F // F: Fitness value
while n 6= 0 do
/* t: number of images in dataset */
while t 6= 0 do
while m 6= 0 do
D[m]← Dist(P [n, m], I[t])
end while
S[t]← Minimum(D)
end while
F[n]← S
end while

3.4

Teacher phase

Here it is the best Ccteacher,i solution from P which acts as a teacher and selection
based entirely on the fitness value. After sorting, the highest possible solution will
operate as the teacher for other feasible solutions. Presently chosen teacher will
educate other conceivable solutions Ccstudent,i by means of replacing expression
feature value existing in teacher solution. By this, solution that operates as a
student will learn how to behave as a teacher from the best solution. The random
position value of the crossover operation is replicated from the teacher chromosome
and substituted by the non-teacher chromosome by Eq. (3) [12]. This improves the
population quality.
Ccnew,i ← Ccteacher,i ι ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m},

(3)

where Cnew,i is Cstudent,i updated value. Accept Cteacher,i value.

3.5

Student phase

Population in this phase processes into a group of two or more chromosome. The
fitness value of each group chromosome was evaluated and fittest chromosome
perform crossover operation as done in the teacher phase. The population gets
an update in this phase if offspring fitness value is better as compared to the
previous chromosome. Each new chromosome was checked for better fitness than
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before, if fitness increases then the population includes fresh chromosomes and the
older one is removed. If the fitness value does not improve, vice versa.

3.6

Final solution

TLBO algorithm is completed if two consecutive iterations give the same cluster
center set of chromosome. So obtained the final cluster center classify all other
images of the dataset. Each cluster represents one facial expression.
Algorithm 2 Proposed algorithm.
Input: t: number of images in dataset, m: number of expression,
B: BestSolutionactasTeacher, I: Pre Processing(Image Dataset)
Output: C // Cluster
while t 6= 0 do
while m 6= 0 do
D[m]← Dist(B, I[t])
end while
m← Minimum(D)
C[m]← I[t]
end while

4.

Experiment and result

Using the MATLAB software, all calculations and utility measures were performed.
The experiments were performed out on an Intel Core i5 2.27 GHz computer equipped
with 8 GB RAM and running on Windows 7 Professional.

4.1

Dataset

Consider well-known outward-looking information collected from JAFFE Dataset
at that stage for an image. In the real image, the JAFFE database contains 213
image records of different outward appearances where basic six are common expressions and one is outrageous [13]. Ten young Japanese ladies’ posture was gathering
here. Tab. I shows a sample of image dataset with various classes.

4.2

Evaluation parameter

There are many parameters for evaluating outcomes, such as F-score, recall, accuracy, etc. For getting the superior results obtain values can be put mention
parameter formula
Precision Value =
Recall Value =
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Expression
Class

Angry

Disgust

Fear

Happy

Neutral

Sadness

Surprise

Image Set

Image Set 2

Tab. I Image dataset example.

F Score =

Accuracy Value =

4.3

2 × percision × Recall
Precision + Recall

Correct Classification
Incorrect Classification + Correct Classification

Time execution

We understand that time execution is very essential in any procedure and it must
be less. Classifying user data on the server is the algorithm’s time period. It is
an exceptionally significant parameter. In terms of seconds the execution time is
measured.

4.4

Results

Results of the proposed graph-based clustering of bots and real user were compared
with the existing method developed.
Fig. 3 and Tab. II shows that Precision value compared to the previous algorithms, It can be observed that the method of selection of centroid in the proposed
work is as effective as in the previous one. Here iteration increases the accuracy

Expression Class

Khorsheed [15]

Wu [11]

Proposed Work

Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Neutral
Sadness
Surprise

0.4556
0.3499
0.5600
0.7111
0.5565
0.4999
0.6000

0.7273
0.5000
0.6223
0.4000
0.8571
0.5000
1.0000

0.9000
0.7500
0.8571
0.9000
0.8571
0.9000
1.0000

Tab. II Precision value comparison of previous and proposed work.
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Fig. 3 Precision Average value comparison of previous and proposed work

value in both works, but choosing the distinct set of clustering characteristics makes
the proposed work highly accurate.
Fig. 4 and Tab. III shows that Recall value compared to previous algorithms,
Compared to the previous one, it can be observed that the proposed technique of
selecting a centroid job is effective. The decrease of the feature vector here enhanced
the precision of the proposed work while the recall value was also enhanced by twophase learning of the suggested TLBO algorithm.

Expression Class

Khorsheed [15]

Wu [11]

Proposed Work

Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Neutral
Sadness
Surprise

0.6500
0.3338
0.4555
0.3422
0.5633
0.2333
0.3555

0.8889
0.6222
0.5666
0.6222
0.3333
0.3333
0.4111

1.0000
1.0000
0.6667
0.6667
0.6667
0.3333
0.6667

Tab. III Recall value comparison of previous and proposed work.

Tab. IV shows that compared to previous algorithms, the F-Measure value of the
proposed work was high. Here proper leaning feature with pre-processing binary
feature increase the efficiency of the work. It has been observed that proposed
work two-phase population updates increase efficiency.
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Fig. 4 Average recall value comparison of previous and proposed work.
Expression Class

Khorsheed [15]

Wu [11]

Proposed Work

Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Neutral
Sadness
Surprise

0.5999
0.2332
0.4111
0.6115
0.3443
0.1444
0.3443

0.8000
0.3077
0.6500
0.2857
0.4615
0.4000
0.2000

0.9474
1.0000
0.8000
0.7500
0.7500
0.4615
0.8000

Tab. IV F-Measure value comparison of previous and proposed work.

Fig. 5 and Tab. V shows that execution time in proposed work is less compared
to the previous algorithm. As we saw that proposed work one too many different
picture sets classification is better than previous information. Reducing the vector
feature decreased the time of execution in proposed work.
Number of Iteration

Khorsheed [15]

Wu [11]

Proposed Work

5
10
15

1.9744
3.7932
4.5111

2.4744
3.4932
6.5111

1.2135
2.6667
3.3334

Tab. V Average execution time in seconds comparison of previous and proposed
work.
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Fig. 5 Average execution time in seconds comparison of previous and proposed
work.

5.

Conclusion

In a scene with little or no effort, human easily detects and identifies faces and
facial expressions. It is rather hard to develop an automated system that performs this job. There have been various approaches to robust facial expression
recognition, distinct picture acquisition, and extraction, analysis, and classification
techniques. This work presents a study of methods for the detection of user facial
expression detection using a binary format of edge feature in the genetic algorithm.
Here fitness value of the chromosome was an estimate and two-phase population
updating increases the cluster selection accuracy of the work Results show that the
proposed genetic algorithm-based clustering technique has increased the precision
value by 35.36 % as compared to the previous approach. While recall value was
also increased by 57.78 %, at the same time accuracy of the expression detection
was also increase by 50.86 %.
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